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About us:-

ABCC INDIA Transport Corporation is engaged in 
providing qualitative Transportation logistics services 
and packing services to our esteemed customers by 
combining lateral thought process, professional skills 
and personalized services. we endeavour to achieve total 
customer satisfaction. With our efficient clearing, 
forwarding, and shipping services, we ensure the 
prompt and safe delivery of your goods, to any location, 
National and International. The company has made a 
mark for itself due to the precision and superior quality 
of its services.



: We at ABCC take immense pride in our 
status as pioneer in the Indian Transport 
Industry since last 40 years. “ABCC” is 
the leading transport organization with 
fleet of Tempos, Trucks and Trailers and 
built with the strong network across 
India at all the main stations. Backed by 
the experience since 1975, we have the 
knowledge, expertise, confidence and 
infrastructure to cater to the ever 
changing requirements of our esteemed 
clients. ABCC is equipped with the well 
experience human resources and latest 
technology of transport service. We are 
also specialized in carrying Project / 
Over Dimensional Consignments (ODC) 
and other Logistics and cargo Services. 
We have gained a respectable position in 
the market owing to our expertise in 
serving our clients in the best way 
possible. Over the years, some of the 
important attributes that have helped us 
to become distinct from our 
counterparts are enlisted below.



We believe that perfect handling and 
transportation of over dimensional cargo 
over long distance requires more 
understanding of the cargo than mere its 
weight and dimensions. This concept of 
total understanding the cargo has laid the 
foundation for the highest safety standards 
at “ABCC”. Professional know-how of the 
various sizes and platforms configuration of 
our own fleet of 770 trailers helps us in 
selecting the most appropriate vehicle.



Quality Policy

 Our company motto is “ Quality First”. Good quality 
ensures our continued profitable growth in an 
exciting and competitive market. One important 
quality objective is to secure business by 
recommendation from other customers



Mission

 Our mission is to exceed customer’s expectations 
through our services with complete dedication and 
integrity. We follow a no nonsense approach to our 
business, for that we realize our clients are the base 
that we stand upon.

 We are business promoter to our customers and 
facilitate them in creating competitive edge by 
optimizing their supply chains through innovation, 
total commitment and together achieve superior 
financial results.



Our Services



Our Services



Our Services
 Specialist In Project cargo & O.D.C. Consignment.

 Container Transport

 Truck transport 

 Heavy Excells & Pullers provider 

 Experience Consultancy.

 Windmill

 Heavy equipments,Machinery,Cranes Shifting.

 Freight forwarding.

 Conveyors 

 Refrigerated trucks

 By Road & By Air reliable services

 Transformers 

 Gas transport work

 Domestic ,National ,international services

 All critical works



Types Of Cargo
Our people are the backbone of our mission “More Services, 
Better Services”. A highly motivated and result-oriented 
team plans, organizes and co-ordinates total responsibility 
for Project Cargo Transportation.
“ABCC” is one of the few transport companies with total 
expertise, experience and resources to handle and 
transport Over-Dimensional as well as Containerized 
Cargo.
A skilled work force with appropriate and modern tools and 
tackles backed by an alert supervision are our strengths in 
loading and unloading of over dimensioned and heavy 
cargo. “ABCC” as "One Stop Shop" provides all services start 
to end.
“ABCC”s versatility comes from its vast experience in 
handling and transporting practically every type of cargo.



General 
Cargo
ABCC is well equipped 
with vehicles and 
professional people to 
carry a wide range of 
cargo to any destination 
in the across all india
with highest safety yet 
very cost effectively.
If it has a fleet of 
vehicles ranging from 3 
tones-16 tones- 20 tones 
in different 
configuration such as 
Open Truck , Fully 
Covered Body Trucks, 
Normal Trucks, Tempo 
Truck besides Taurus 
Truck .
It carries cargo in 
whatever form, size or 
weight.cargo in whatever 
form, size or weight.



Flat Rack Container



Wheeling Over 
Dimensional and 
Project Cargo
We believe that perfect handling 
and transportation of over 
dimensional cargo over long 
distance requires more 
understanding of the cargo than 
mere its weight and dimensions. 
This concept of total understanding 
the cargo has laid the foundation 
for the highest safety standards at 
“ABCC”. Professional know-how of 
the various sizes and platforms 
configuration of our own fleet of 
770 trailers helps us in selecting the 
most appropriate vehicle. Difficult 
destinations or challenging route 
we have been handling and 
transporting over dimensional 
project cargo for gigantic plants, 
massive transformers, turbines and 
generators for power projects bridge 
sections, concrete structures and 
heavy construction machinery.



Heavy Lift 
Transportation 
Our organization 
is involved in 
providing 
excellent heavy lift 
transportation 
services. These 
services are 
provided by our 
experienced 
professionals, who 
are well versed 
with the respective 
process. 



Lengthy Material, 
EOT Crane Girder, 
Wind Power Blade
We have 
sufficient 
number of 
trailers 
specially 
designed for 
transportation 
of lengthy 
material having 
length up to 120 
Feet.



ODC Cargo
Difficult destinations or 
challenging route we 
have been handling and 
transporting over 
dimensional project 
cargo for gigantic plants, 
massive transformers, 
turbines and generators 
for power projects bridge 
sections, concrete 
structures and heavy 
construction machinery



Steel 
Material
We have a vast 
experience of 
transporting 
Steel Plates, 
Coils, Beams, 
Pipes, TMT Bars 
from Mumbai 
Dock to various 
places In India in 
thousands of 
tones in various 
sizes i.e. W = 2.5 
mtrs. to 4.5 mtrs.



Transformer 
Turbines

ODC

We are engaged in providing 
transportation services for heavy 
Transformer & Turbines. For such 
transportation we have our own 
fleet of specialized low bed trailers 
and hydraulic axles.
We have perfect solutions for every 
type of cargo of any weight or 
volume to be transported. 



Containers
We are one of the few transport 
companies having total 
expertise and experience in 
handling the transporting every 
type of containers i.e. regular 20 
Feet, 40 Feet, Open Top and Flat 
Rack Containers for all types of 
import and export cargo.
We provide total services right 
from ports to destinations or 
vice versa.

Available Containers
20’ & 40’ Normal Box Containers

20’ & 40’ Open Top Containers

20’ & 40’ Refer Containers

20’ Tank Containers

Flat Rack Container



Projects & Break 
Bulk Cargo
“ABCC" is involve in 
handling & Transportation 
of projects & bulk cargo for 
their various clients 
relating to Power, Steel, 
Cement & Chemical 
industry.
“ABCC" has expertise in 
transportation as well as 
handling of loading & 
unloading point of their 
sites. We have complete 
infrasructurer for loading & 
unloading of cargo 
manually as well as by 
forklifts hydra & cranes of 
diferent capacities.



Our Services to Party:-
1)Alfa steel pvt ltd.
2)Fairmate
3)Unnati infra
4)Soiltech india pvt ltd
5)Voltas india.
6)Saideep foam
7)Kalyani
8)Metapro
9)Relyon solar
10)Sunmag
11)Raghvendra electric
12)Manoj fire
13)Tej fire 
14)Newro renewable power pvt ltd
15)Ecom packaging
16)Rico 
17)Rochem energy 
18) Sammon infra.
19)Bharat hevy electrical ltd 
20)Progressive galaxy..Any more 1987  compaies in india



Why Choose Us

 1) Working integrity
 2) Proper guidelines
 3) The committee's commitment
 4) Official documents Information
 5) By reasonable economical business advice
 6) Odd moments lead in disaster prevention
 7) Every major damage, loss, extreme efficiency department to avoid
 8) All new Vehicles  
 9) Sure, trained, time-committed driver
 10) Experienced staff
 11) Roads borders, weather, traffic, fully aware of the precarious disruptions.
 13) Our regular staff on each border
 14) The smallest in the greatest benefit fee
 15) Regular Tracking.
 16)0 HIDDEN CHARGES.
 17) Affordable, quality and confidence in the reliable and renowned association





OUR BRANCHES

Branches:-

BADODA
VERNA
CHENNAI
DELHI
GANDHINAGAR
HYDARABAD
ALIGADH
KOLCUTTA
 KELICUT
MUMBAI
NAGPUR
NAGALAND
 SHRIHARIKOTA
PUNE
RAIPUR
CUTTACK



Head office
Plot-33 tarachanda dutta street, gr floor

Near krishna cinema,Bada bazar Kolkatta-700073(west bengal)

Contacts-09408275245/07607833490

Email-hoabcc@rediffmail.com

bakhtavarsingh@abcc.com

Corporate office-
Shre ganesh apartment

Nr,gurunanak hotel ,sanpara

Navi Mumbai maharashtra.

Contact-07040880516

Email-abcccorpindia@outlook.com

bhagvansingh@abcc.com 

Marketing department-
Plot no-33/23,transportnagar

Nigdi pune- 411044

Contact-09403117961

Email-abccindia@rediffmail.com

kumar@abcc.com
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